RELATIONS CLUB
HEARS LECTURE
BY DR. S. BELKIN
Second Open Forum To Be Led by Dr. Margalit

Dr. Samuel Belkin, head of the graduate department, addressed the first meeting of the semester of the International Relations Club last night in the Dormitory Social Hall, on "Anti-social Movements and Their Causes." The evening's speaker was introduced by Dr. Aaron Margalit, vice-chairman of the government department and faculty advisor of the organization.

Dr. Belkin stressed the causes of anti-semitism in a general theoretical sense and contrasted the moral outlook of the primitive races as compared with the Jewish view. Although the primitive races had the concept of moral laws prevailing, the laws merely applied them to their own immediate groups and excluded all other people from consideration. The Jewish race was the first to recognize that all moral principles and was the first to apply them universally, Dr. Belkin said.

The cause for prejudice may be directly attributed to the tendency of seeking differences rather than similarities, "Similarities are nature's way of telling us to get along," but differences if prejudice is to be precluded must be accentuated.

The next meeting of the club will take place Tuesday, March 1, with an open lecture forum led by Dr. Margalit, Wolf Libshitz '39, secretary of the club, as guest speaker.

Y. C. CONCERT
BUREAU
Distributes Tickets

Through the efforts of the Concert Bureau under the direction of Irving Newman '38, two hundred and fifty complimentary tickets for the Hudson Theatre production, "Youthful," have been distributed among the students during the past week.

The Bureau has also succeeded in securing reduced rates for the Jewish play "Baal." The play was presented at the Continental Theatre, and for the French film, "The Bridge," a pretty showing at the Filmore Theatre. All those interested may obtain tickets from Newman.

Attempts to secure tickets for other events, such as Broadway attractions, are being negotiated. The Bureau intends to continue its policy of offering discount tickets to the student body as has been instituted during the past semester, Newman stated.

LOUIS MINTZ ON FACULTY
Louis Mintz '28 has become a member of the faculty, Mr. Nat Seligman, registrar, announced. He is now teaching the freshmen high-school Latin to help them meet the language requirements for admission.

SPAKER AT FORUM
Appropriations To Clubs Given By S.C.

Committees Appointed By Gervin Appel

The first meeting of the Student Council for the current term was held last Wednesday, February 9, in the dormitory social hall. The council was instructed to appropriate $150 to the Commentator, $100 to the Maxmid, and $10 to the Athletic Council. The last appropriation will be used entirely towards the expanding the play-room, with book cases, magazine racks, and other accessories to be bought.

By vote of the fact that council decided earlier in the year to limit all committees to one term, President Horstman Appel '28 made the following reappointments. Appel, A. Leo Levin '39, and Isaiah Eisenberg '39 were reappointed to the Faculty-Student Relations Committee. Professors Moses Isaac, Pinkosz Churgin, and Kenneth Simons were reappointed to this committee, with Appel secretary of the group.

Israel Lesser '28 was reappointed as chairman of the Awards Committee, and Jerome Green '28 and I. B. Rose '38 remained members.

HENKIN WINS AWARD

Louis Henkin '27 was awarded the James Harford Scholarship for four hundred dollars in his first year at Harvard Law School. This award was presented to Louis, and other students in the examination who did not win this award for the previous year, Henkin received the fourth highest grade of the seniors who won such awards.

Henkin, who achieved this feat during his first year, has been attending several hours each day to teaching Hebrew at the first graduate of Yeshiva College to be so honored.

Prof. David I. Macht And Dr. Alexander Freed Are Among Contributors To Hebre Medical Journal

Dr. David I. Macht, professor of physiology, and Dr. Alexander Freed, instructor in hygiene, are included among the contributors of articles to the tenth anniversary issue of the "Harvey". Hebrew medical journal printed in N.Y.C.

Dr. Macht's article, "Pharmacological Study of Locusta and Grasshoppers" contains a summary of his findings in regard to the composition of the bodies of grasshoppers and locusts, the formers of which, he maintained, were the true "locusts" mentioned in the Bible. He discovered that the grasshopper contains as much vitamin A as cod liver oil; alcoholic extracts proved rich in vitamin B; and a new vitamin was found in an appreciable amount; and experiments are now being undertaken to prove the presence of vitamin E.

Dr. Freed's article is in the nature of an etymological study of Hebrew medical terminology. Ritual term "Mittel" and other terms similar to it are considered. The article begins with a study of the Hebrew medical terminology, in light of the great translation, which has existed and still exists in the effort to retranslate the Bible into the modern language, and is intended as an aid to those desiring a thorough knowledge of the language. He stresses the need of research in the field and concludes with a discussion of the purpose for rediscovering terminology long since obsolete.

The results of his research in two other fields have recently been published by Dr. Macht. "The Unfortunate Drug Experience of Daniel Gabriel Rosey" by Dr. Macht, and "The prevention of dry blood and various other diseases of the blood, by Dr. Macht, the author maintains, is of both scientific and practical value.

DEBATING GROUP
MEETS RUTGERS TOMORROW EVE

Match Is First Meeting Between Two Teams

The Yeshiva College Debating Society will meet Rutgers University for the first time, tomor­row evening, February 17, at 9 p.m. in the Dormitary Social Hall. Yeshiva, represented by Bernard Finkelstein '39 and Hyman Wachtele, '39, will argue the general position of the motion that the National Labor Relations Board should be abolished. Rutgers, represented by Moses Alis, '37, and E. W. Otis, will oppose the motion.

The Yeshiva debaters will uphold the affirmative of the same resolution the following Thursday, February 24, at the Dormitory Social Hall against City College, Commerce, E. M. Ellis Blackman and M. D. Section. Meanwhile, Rutgers '40 will compete for Yeshiva. Rutgers alumni and friends of Yeshiva College will debate against Yeshiva March 1 in the former's stadium, and an intramural between upper and lower freshmen is being sponsored. Nathan Levinson '38, chairman of the debate team, stated. This intramural debating contest will be the specific purpose to uncovering of promising debating talent for the Society.

Poel Hamizrachi
To Hear
Rabbi Simowitz

The Poel Hamizrachi College Board, meeting on the evening of Wednesday night, in the Dormitory Social Hall at 8 p.m., elected Rabbi Alexander Simowitz, secretary of the national organization, will address the group on the various aspects of Torah V'adamah.

A large number of the evening will be a report of the 15th annual Yeshiva College, presented by Poel Hamizrachi recently held at Baltimore. This is to be followed by a discussion of the policies of the Torah V'adamah movement, an expression of the idea of the organization in the minds of the newer generation. Tonight's meeting will mark the beginning of the second semester, which is expected to bring a wide interest in Poel Hamizrachi at Yeshiva. Stressing the importance of a strong society, its executive, Dr. Aaron Walden '38 member of the presidium, stated that "Hamizrachi Guy" of Yeshiva College must become a dynamic force in the realization of religious Zionism. The basic idea is nothing less than Yeshiva ideals transformed into a new form.

ALUMNI QUARTERLY
The first issue of the Alumni Quarterly for this semester will be published in May. William Kaufman '37 an- nounced. It was in the last issue of the organ that the importance of the appointment of the Dean was created.
Focusing Ahead

The current year at Yeshiva has been a gratifying one in many respects. Outstanding is the progress which has been made in those departments under the administration of the worthy men who have been designated to serve the general student body.

The play room has been completely transformed, and while all improvements have not as yet been completed, its contribution to the life of the average Yeshiva has been immense. The concert Bureau has been reevaluated this year to the extent that it now is a recognized factor in the broader aspects of a Yeshiva education. The publication this term for the first time of an independent literary supplement to the Masmid seems now to be assured.

If such improvements, which make for a broader and a more complete education, are gratifying to the student body and have the approval of those who appreciate their significance, it is also essential that we recognize the fact that they come only as a result of much effort and labor, not only on the part of the Student Council administration, but also on the part of those individuals directly responsible for such work.

In accepting such progress, the average Yeshivah student is called to the realization that he is expected to make his contribution so that the welfare of the group in like manner. These traditional causes which bring forth the perennial appeals are still in existence, and are as ever, in need of active student support.

It should be borne in mind, however, that participation in extra-curricular activity constitutes far more than the mere discharging of a social obligation. It represents a student's opportunity to gain for himself those advantages in which such work inevitably results.

At the beginning of the second semester, with the reorganization of such activities as the Poel Hamishchah, a more intensified participation of activity on the part of the Masmid, the student body, now more than ever, must respond.

Letter to an Unknown Japanese

In line with the Commentator's policy of bringing to the student body that which is most worthwhile on the contemporary college scene, and in view of the current interest in the topic involved, we reprint here an editorial recently published in the "New Mexico Lobo," University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M.

One of these days I shall kill you. I do not yet know how it will happen or when. Perhaps it will be in a muddy ditch in north China with the cold rain pouring down, a ditch that I shall try to forget when you see me—or have thought neither of us wants it. Perhaps you will die by a shell, a huge, two thousand pound shell, which I shall send hurting from one of our new seventy-five dollar anti-aircraft guns. Perhaps I shall fly over from across the Atlantic, bomb and blow to pieces you as you sleep. Perhaps I shall rip out your guts on some south Pacific island that neither you nor I have ever seen before.

I do not want to kill you, but I shall have no choice. I live with people who are afraid of you, just as you live with some who are afraid of me. And because my people are afraid they are building warships and making rifles and sharpening bayonets and filling bombs and compounding gas to defend themselves against their fear.

When people are afraid they hate easily. One day my people will say out of their hate that your people hate easily. They will hate you because you live in the world that neither they nor we have ever seen before. They will hate you because your people spattered patch of earth waiting to be spattered again. They can hate easily. When my people want to they can make your world an empty place.

I do not want to kill you, but I shall not have a choice. I live with people who are afraid of you, just as you live with some who are afraid of me. And because my people are afraid they are building warships and making rifles and sharpening bayonets and filling bombs and compounding gas to defend themselves against their fear.

When people are afraid they hate easily. One day my people will say out of their hate that your people hate easily. They will hate you because you live in the world that neither they nor we have ever seen before. They will hate you because your people spattered patch of earth waiting to be spattered again. They can hate easily. When my people want to they can make your world an empty place.
Meet The Seniors

LAURENCE CHARNK:—A big boy from a small town who made good in a "quantitative" way. Spent most of his free time learning all about business so that he could go in for chemistry. Hopes to join the B'nai Brith of Cambridge while at M.I.T. and to meet his brother, who is already there.

IRVING NEWMAN:—"Red" used to be quite good at playing an oversized fiddle, but of late his talents now Pizzicato on one or two heart strings. He is a most distinguished to such places as the J. U. C. and the Histadrut. Town hall has given up the game and couches up with tickets when it sees his name a lot. He wishes to hear his name in Hebrew ...

JOSEPH NOLER:—With the acquisition of his own name on it, Joe has entered the Hall of Fame of Yeshiva. His epistles to the Beth Medrash students still remain in the same tradition of "Regius Poet" that I am proud to...

.

Yeshiva started the second half of the basketball game against Manhattan. Yeshiva defeated the Mousette 64-40. The game was one sided affair throughout with Yeshiva maintaining possession of the ball most of the time, and scoring at will.

The first tally of the game came on Capt. Goldklang's free throw, which he immediately followed up with another basket. And Dupont knocked off a scoring spree in which Koslovsky and Lipschitz scored immediately followed by Mager's two free tries, and another two goals by Goldklang.

This was followed by two more goals from Lipschitz, which gave one of them coming after a nice display of dribbling through the entire team opposing them.

In the last minute remaining to the quarter Lipschitz, substituting for Eisengen, dropped in a long one to end the period 17-8.

In the second quarter the Mousette took possession of the ball and started a break down breaking pivot by Goldklang. From then on the team began on a..."-Commentator.
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**Prof. Ugaa Speaking**

(Continued from Page 3)

Fact that the body of the Poel Hamizrachi was not officially notified of the impending policy of isolation of the Poel Hamizrachi. "I had to learn of it through the English press," he informed, pulling out a Commentator from his pocket to verify his statements. So, we honor Prof. Ugaa with some space in the Commentator. It was with some space in the Commentator that appeared in an issue of last year. The article appeared in the national magazine, The Commentator. Well, my permission is granted.

**Commentator**

A letter was recently received from a Catholic magazine by the Yeshiva College Commentator for permission to reprint an article that appeared in an issue of last year. The article appeared in the national magazine, The Commentator. Well, my permission is granted.

**JOE POLIN'S CANDY STORE AND LUNCHEONETTE**

Audubon Ave. & 187th Street

Every smoker remembers with pleasure the day he found out about Chesterfields. Chesterfields give you a different kind of smoking pleasure...mildness that's more refreshing, taste that's more satisfying, aroma that's more appetizing.

Mild ripe tobaccos and pure cigarette paper, these Chesterfield ingredients are the best a cigarette can have. Chesterfields SATISFY.